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ThinkBook 16p Gen 3 & the Lenovo Glasses T1

Your passion goes beyond your work. You don’t compromise when it comes to design, versatility, and productivity. You want it all 
and are always looking for better. Lenovo’s drive for PC superiority and continuous innovation now adds another dimension to your 
traditional workplace. The Lenovo Glasses T1 paired with the high-performance ThinkBook 16p Gen 3 ushers in a new era for the  
new-age executive with a next-generation Virtual Display experience that brings your work to life before your eyes, from design to 
data. In addition, activating Screen Anchor Mode mimics the positioning effect of using a traditional monitor.

Built for business mobility, the Lenovo Glasses T1 provides total privacy and security from prying eyes while benefiting from a virtual 
display. Perfect for prepping presentations or tweaking the design as you move from meeting to meeting, the Lenovo Glasses T1 lets 
you augment the computing power of ThinkBook 16p Gen 3. Housed in an ultra-light frame with an easy plug-and-play setup,  
it provides the ultimate comfort for working as you take things up a notch.
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MOBILE OFFICE
The Lenovo Glasses T1 works as your personal external 
monitor, providing total privacy. It’s perfect for on-the-go 
productivity for reviewing designs, catching up  
on news, attending webinars and calls, and even virtual 
walkthroughs of events on your own private screen.

NEXT-GEN VIRTUAL DISPLAY
Rich & vibrant micro-OLED display offers  
high contrast, a wide color gamut, and a fast  
response time. A super-high display density 
completely eliminates a pixelated 'screen door effect'.  
Contrast ratio upwards of 10000:1 gives you incredible 
detail on the projected image, whether it is graphs, 
pictures, videos.

VERSATILE UX
The Lenovo Glasses T1 leverages the attached 
device’s battery and processing, resulting 
in a remarkably cool & light experience for 
extended use. 

Swappable nose pieces for an 
ergonomic fit

Includes attachable prescription  
lens frame

Adaptable temple arm for a secure shape 
for any head shape

High fidelity open-ear stereo audio

• Multi-device compatible and a conveniently-centered Virtual Screen 

• Rich & vibrant micro-OLED display

Lenovo Glasses T1
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ThinkBook 16p Gen 3

CREATIVE POWERHOUSE
Get powerful performance with up to AMD Ryzen™ 9 
6000 H-Series mobile processor clubbed with  
the potent NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3060 graphics  
card. AI-based Dynamic Boost 2.0 optimizes power 
consistently, while up to Wi-Fi 6 easily transfers  
large file formats. Collaborate with creative teams over 
long distances with AI Meeting Manager providing  
real-time support. The full-HD camera, Dolby® Atmos™ 
Audio, and the Smart Amplifier deliver crystal  
clear conferencing.

IMMERSIVE DISPLAY
The Lenovo ThinkBook 16p Gen 3 gives you a  
10-bit color depth that can display over a billion  
colors for picture-perfect representation. The 16-inch 
screen offers 2.5K resolution at a 16:10 aspect ratio,  
100% sRGB color gamut, and 500nits of brightness.  
The VESA-certified DisplayHDR™ 400 gives you  
crisper details, and highly defined shadows for visuals.  
An incredible 165Hz refresh rate gives you lag-free  
visuals perfect for working on animations and videos.

DESIGNED TO DAZZLE
A style that you you can carry off in a boardroom,  
the Thinkbook 16p Gen3 is also designed for 
creative perfection. The dual-tone anodized top 
cover and slim waterline is exquisitely offset 
by thin diamond-cut edges, giving it a classy, 
professional look. Its 19.5mm profile and 1.99kg 
weight keeps you mobile while still performing 
powerfully with four-way cooling that keeps  
it cool as a cucumber under pressure.

Built for Business. Designed for You.
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